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THE COLLEGE VOICE
Ruby Bridges Hall and Dr. Robert Coles
. .
transform Convocation into an event to remember
bastions of segrega-
tion.
The reaction from
the most of the white
"You know American colleges community was one
and universities honor people; of anger and intol-
they honor benefactors, they erance. They ruth-
honor generals and politicians, lessly taunted and
they honor big-shot intellectu- physically threat-
als and liere is another kind of ened Ruby as they
direction being taken by your protested outside
college," said Dr. Robert Coles the Frantz Elemen-
told the audience at Convoca- tary school. Yet th~
tion. child continued to
This year Conn certainly took attend school,
a different direction in inviting walked to school
Ruby Bridges Hall and Dr. Rob- each day by her own
ert Coles to celebrate the open- 'bodyguards: the
ing of school and to receive hon- U'S. Marshals.
orary degrees. Coles is a re- Every day, Ruby
nowned psychiatrist who based arrived at an empty
much of his life's work on one classroom. The par-
speciallittie girl. Ruby Bridges ents of the school
was that girl. . district had boy-
The little girl who ended cotted Frantz EI-
desegragati'on ementary in protest
In 1960, when Ruby was just of Ruby's very pres-
sixyearsold,shewasthrustinto ence. More than a
the middle of the civil rights student, she became
movement. She was one of four a symbol of the federal policy of
black children chosen to inte- integration, a figure of signifi-
grate the schools of New Or- cance to forces on both sides of a
leans, one of the last remaining nalionaldebatewhichoftentirnes
BYMICHELLE RONAYNE
Editor in Chief
Ruby Bridges Hall and Dr. Robert Coles together again
lacked the civility of intellectual
disagreement.
The power of faith
Many of us scratch our heads
and wonder
how a 6 year-
old girl who
carried the
weight of the
hopes and fears
of so many on
her slim shoul-
ders could man-
age the burden.
Perhaps the day
Ruby uncharac-
teristically
stopped in .her
tracks.iJ?frontof
the school
house was the
most telling
school day of
all.
To the sur-
prise of on-
lookers, her
teacher, and Dr.
Coles, Ruby
Bridgespaused,
head bowed
and lips mov-
ing in prayer to
God for forgiveness for the
people who taunted her daily.
When Coles asked her why she
prayed,Rubyreplied,'Don'tyou
think these people need to be
prayed for?' Rubywassustained
by a faith so great it could be
extended to those who wished
her harm, it could carry her to
school and back each day, it
could keep her from being alone
in an empty classroom.
New meaning for Convoca-
tion
. Ruby's reception at this
weekend's Convocation W3&
more than a htt\e diH.e:rent.She
was arcomparued to the stage
by students and received a
lengthy standing ovation from
the audience that gathered in
Palmer to celebrate the begin-
ning of the new academic year.
The event followed the usual
pattern of speeches and presen-
tations, but the atmosphere was
unlike any Convocation most of
us can remember. It was filled
with themes of courage, strength
and hope-- characteristics the
child seemed innately to pos-
sess, and the woman she became
fights to hold onto.
But for all her extraordinary
actions, Ruby comes across as
See pg. 5
HEALTH IN THE NINETIES: . .
Peer hducators deliver message: Aquaintance rape can happen to you
have a few beers to calm their
nerves and walk over to the Plex.
At the party, they kick the keg.
Everyone is pretty drunk. John
tellsjen that he has a case back in
his room and she agrees to go
back with him.
Back in his room, despite len's
refusals, John begins to make
advances. "Johndon't,"Jen pro-
tests. But, John ignores her. And
on that bed in the Plex, [en is
raped by a man that, just hours
ago, she considered her friend.
The next day, Jen tries to tell
Amy about what happened ..
Amy just doesn't believe her.
John doesn't believe that he has
BY JENNY BARRON
News Editor
[en and Amy are sitting in their
dorm room on a typical Satur-
day morning. While wondering
what's going on that night, [en
tells Amy about a guy, John,
that she met in one of her classes.
He's great, she says. But they're
just friends. When John shows
up and invites them to a football
party after the big game, Jen and
Amy excitedly accept.
When the time comes to head
off to the pat1Y,Jen and Amy are
feeling rather nervous. So, they
see Health in the '90s, pg.2
done anything wrong; girls are
always resistant at first, he ex-
plains. Amy feels scared and very
alone; she decides to keep this to
herself.
The above situation is fictional.
It was brought to life on the stage
of Palmer Auditorium by the
college's Peer Educators during
last week's Freshmen Orienta-
tion. But, according to members
of the group, the message here is
that this situation is happening
on campuses all over the coun-
try, including Conn.
"This happens. It's frequent.
And it haJ?pens to your neigh-
bars and friends," explained
sophomore Craig McClure, a
member of the group.
McClure said that when he
saw the skit freshman year, he
did not think much of it; this
couldn't happen to him. But,
when two of his friends here
became victims, his perspective
changed;
"It became something i
thought about all the time,"
McClure said . .'1t [peer educa-
tors] allowed me to get involved,
and get mad."
McClure plays John in the skit.
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Dining Services
eliminates guest
passes, new system
already in place
YuNG I<rM
Features Editor
There will be a new way for
Camels to fill their trough this year.
No longer will our meal choices be
limited to what the dining halls
choose to offer.
The Dining. Services Committee
has devised a new system which
eliminates guest meal passes, and
allows students to charge meals
on their student ID at the Oasis
snack shop in the College Center.
Students will no longer have to
go to the Dining Services Office in
Morrisson to pick up a guest meal
pass. The student ID will now be
used to charge meals at the
cafeteria or the Oasis 01'1a declining
balance account.
Each student is given a $40
account at the beginning of each
semester. During \.he course of the
semester meals can be charged at
the cafeteria for guests, or at the
Oasis.
Each meal charge will be
subtracted from the account, and
at the beginning of the next
semester there will be a new $40
placed in the account. The balance
from the previous semester will
not be carried over to the next.
The balance from the accounts
will not be an added charge for
each student.
The money is already included
as a part of a student's meal plan,
so no new charges will appear on
a student's bill.
The price of guest meals in the
cafeteria has also been lowered
from $9.00to$7.5O.Over the course
of the year a student will now be
given 10 meals in the cafeteria
instead of eight.
The old system allowed a student
eight guest meals in any cafeteria.
During second semester last year,
Health in the '90s:
Acquaintance rape is
a reality at colleges
across the country
the guest meal passes could be
used to charge $4worth of food at
the Oasis for each of the eight
available guest passes.
Overall, students have positively
received the program, and the
enthusiastic responses received by
Dining Services on a survey
conducted in May, prompted the
Dining Services Committee to
proceed with plans for this year.
"There was an overwhelming
response, and we saw a need to
change. The feed back from the
initial program wasverypositive,"
said Matthew Fay, director of
Dining Services.
"On the first day that the
program was active this year, over
$200 was charged at the snack .
shop. We feel we have instituted a
very good program," Fay added.
Students will now have a lot
rnore choices in where they can
eat, and what they eat. ~'Wewere
just looking to give some options.
Sometimes it can be easier to go to
Cro for lunch, rather than going to
Harris. Some people didn't even
pick up their meal passes last
year," said junior John Biancur,
last year's SGA presidential
associate and chair of Dining
Services Committee.
continued from pg. 1
He admitted that he was scared to death
before the performance. But, said he
found it relatively easy to get into charac-
ter.
'1 knew two people who are this char-
acter," he explained.
He said that he hopes freshmen get
two things out of the workshop. First, he
wants the women to realize that they are
at risk. Second, he wants the men to
understand the full extent of their ac-
tions. "Rape affects people, mind, body,
and soul," McClure explained.
According to David Brailey, health
ed ucator, rehearsing the skit gets emo-
tional at times. He said that the student
actors ofte'; leave exhausted because of
the energy they expend. Brailey remem-
hers one instance where an actor had to
leave rehearsal because he was so over-
come.
Brailey said they have been doing the
program for four years. He hopes that
after seeing the skit people will feel em-
powered and have a better understand-
ing of the-.motivations involved in ac-
quaintance rape.
But, Brailey also does not want the
program to be seen as 'the women against
the men;' he hopes that it will even get
men to get involved in making people
aware about date rape.
"In most cases, men are the perpetra-
tors," Brailey said. "If we can get them
involved, then we are working in the
right direction."
Health in the '90s is an ongoing
theme throughout the first
semester of 1995 - 96.
There is an open meeting on
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Ernst
Common Room to discuss
proposed changes to the Oasis
snack shop. The physical
structure of the space, as well as
possible changes to the menu will
be discussed.
Trek·. 'Fest
Augt!st24-
September 15
Tool on over for a
truckload of Trek bike ~rgains
dur~ bik~' S best seasonl
o~ BILL~C~ •• S
* 18 Tables * Juke Box * Video Games *
Hours: Sun. - Thurs. Ham • midnight
Fri •• Sat. 11am • lam
• Dealer imprint
439-1676
15 % Discount
For ;:111Conn Students
on all parts,
accessories & clothing
with a College rn
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onn environmentalists
ork to improve the
ecycling program
Lucey hopes that the new system will
inspire more students to recycle.
One draw back of the program is the
cost. TIle new system, while expensive, is
thought to benefit the college in the long
run. It is more expensive for the college to
haul away trash, both recyclable and non-
recyclable items, than it is to. transport
recyclable materials.
C-Green should cut down the number
of instances of contamination in the re-
cycled materials. "Every time cardboard
is mixed in with high quality paper, the
batch is no good, and the college gets
fined," said Lucey.
Hopefully students will respect this
and abide by the simple guidelines for
recycling that accompany the bins. Lucey
is very optimistic on the cost-effective-
ness of the program. "The new system
should pay for itself within 3 to 4 years,
maybe even less," said Lucey.
-Much research and time was spent in
formulating the new program. Last year,
Freeman, Wright, and Windham partici-
pated in experimental recycling pro-
grams.
The method used inWindham last year
was adopted and modified into the new
C-Green program. Conn looked to other
college recycling programs such as Brown
University's "BIG" program and Tufts
"CLEAN" forideasand models. SOIpe of
their ideas have been implemented into
the new oli .
BY SUE ERB
Associate Sports Editor
Connecticut College does indeed have
a history of "environmental pro-activ-
ism" as the recycling literature states. In
1968, Connecticut College became one of
the first colleges to offer a Human 'Ecol-
ogy major as well as being on of the first
schools to initiate a campus recycling
program.
The recycling program that began in
the 70s has slowly evolved into the new
Connecticut College Green or "C-Creen"
organization. Mark Lucey, the new En-
vironmental Intern, believes that prob-
lems with the program over the passed
few years were due to the "lack of educa-
tion the students had about the program
and the campus promotion of the recy-
cling program." _
Here's how it works: Each room re-
ceives two bins color-coordinated for the
separation of paper: blue for office paper
and gray for newspapers, magazines"
and the like, When the bins are full, the
student is responsible for emptying their
bins into the appropriate containers on
each floor's recycling center.
The advantage to this system is that it
is more convenient; it brings recycling
directly to the desk-sides of students. It
is, however, still-in the hands of the stu-
dents to take the initiative to recycle.
Capital Campaign:
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one. "Sucessful fundraising is not unlike
successful admissions," said Matthews.
In Admissions, one must make a match
between the interests of the students and
the college.
In fund raising one must make a suc-
cessful match between the needs of the
donor and the needs of the college.
"The publics are different but they are
still a public," said Matthews. .
Matthews views her primary role in
development as a leader. " The job of a
leader is to make it possible for the staff
to do their job," said Matthews.
She admits that she has a few things to
learn such as estate planning and estate
tax law but she has been informed that
she is inheriting a wonderful staff and
she intends to keep their spirit high.
"The important things are knowing
the college and the people, which issome-
thing 1 have a track record i.nat Conn,"
said Matthews.
Claire Gaudiani., President of the Col-
lege has complete faith inMatthews. "She
. and 1have done lots of work together, in
tact &he is the \on-&est serv'm.g -ro..e-ro..bel:oi
my cabinet. I have a great deal of confi-
dence in her," said Gaudiani.
"I wouldn't have taken the job if I
didn't think I could do a good job. The
campaign is a critical ~art of forwarding
the college's future,' said Matthews,
Though she is enthusiastic about the
move she is sad to leave behind those she
worked closely with in Admissions.
"There is a sadness about moving on. I
certainly would have been perfectly con-
tent to stay here," said Matthews.
Though Rasmussen has left his post as
V.P. he will still help with the campaign.
According to Gaudiani, Rasmussen will
remain as consul to the president for the
campaign and will be working closely
with Matthews and the development
staff.
Next week:
Mark Putnam and Lee Coffin outline
their goals for their new positions.
Several administrative
changes take place, Claire
Matthews becomes the
new V. P. for Development
re
. Dear MDf-1,Senci.
Coo~les!I'm StarVI~!
\Vhcn you don't' have the
rime, The Cookie F-xpC'c!-:'i
doea;. Deliciou«, frc sh-
baked cookies mailed
rhrougboue the
U.S. Call or f"x
tor ordering
j 11 fo rrnartorr •
•
BYMICHELLE RONAYNE
Editor in Chief
When for personal reasons Bob
Rasmussen decided that he would no
longer be able to continue in his position
as Vice President for Development and
College Relations, several internal staff
changes took place.
On September 1, Claire Matthews as-
sumed the role of V.P. for Development
and Mark Putnam became Dean of Plan-
ning and Enrollment Management. In
light of the upcoming launch of the capi-
tal campaign, it was decided that the
search should be conducted internally'
Don Filer, Secretary of the College, will
assume reponsibilty for the Office of
College Relations and the Office of Ca-
reer Services will report to Art Ferrari,
Dean of' the College. Lee Coffin, ap-
pointed Dean of Admissions last April,
will now report to Putnam.
Claire Matthews .
Claire Matthews is ready for the chal-
lenge of leading the development staffas
well as leading the importantcapilal cam-
paign. Matthews is beginning her tenth
year at Conn. .
She began as Dean of Admissions and
has seen her role on campus change over
the years. During her tenure here, Mat-
thews has been Dean of Admissions,
Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid,
Dean of Admissions and Planning to
which she later added Instiiutional Re-
search, and Vice President of Planning
and Enrollment.
"I want my time in development to be
marked by greater involvement with the
community.
I want the community to get deeply
involved in the [capital] campaign. The
campaign will not be succesful unless it
is a broad and deep community involve-
ment," said Matthews.
Matthews views this move as a lateral
THl' CIIIIKII LXPR£SG-
(207) 846-1255
29 M;JiR SttCC, • Y.nr' ....ufft • M~ine • Q409';
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NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S
How You Lrxs PIZZA AT HOME
Ca11442-9383
For FREE Delivery
. .....Delivery Hours: ,
Friday & Saturday 11:00A~ to 2:00AM
Sunday to Thursday 11:00 AM to Midnight
Seplember4,1995
12" Medium
Thin or Regula
12" Pan Pizza
or Thick Crust. .
15" Large Pizza - i
Thin or Regular Crust.. .. ~.(.....
Extra Toppings. .
12" . ~••••••••••••••.••••••••...•••• ' 7
15" .
Toppings Choice'fl'~~~
Pepperoni (-
Sausage
Gl:ound. l',ee£
Ham
Pineapple
Mushrooms
r----------.,
: (10) Buffalo :
I Wings I
: With the Purchase of :
I a large Pizza I
I I'
: Only$2.99 :
L .J
r----------,
. : Saturday :
I Super Deal I
: Large Cheese :
: Pizza :
: only$5.00 :
L .J
r---------,
[Friday Party Pact
: 3 Large Cheese Pizzas:
I 2 Liters of Coke I
I 2 Orders of Twisty I
I Bread I
I I
: Only$19.99 .:L -'
r----------,
I Buffalo I
I W. II mgs
I
I I
I 20 Wings - $7.99 I
[so Wings - $11.99:
I IL .I
LSunday
:Super I
IDeal I
:Medium Cheese:
I Pizza I
I $ IL~~_~:.f!~__J Minimum order $5.00
Submarines
6" Sub and potato chips ..................•....... : $3.75
12" sub and potato chips $5.85
Zzesty Italian: Zzesty seasoning, Ham, Salami,
Peperoni, Cheese;Onion
Ham & Cheese: Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion, Oil & Vinegar . .
Club Sub: Turkey, Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion, Oil & Vinegar .
Philly Steak: Philly Steak Blend, Zzesty Seasoning,
Cheese
Zzesty Meatball: Zzesty Seasoning, Meatball, Pizza
Sauce, Cheese .
Vegi Sub: Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Green
Pepper, Mushroom, Oil & Vinager
Turkey & Cheese: Turkey, Cheese, Lettuce, To-
mato,Onion
Roast Beef &Cheese: Roast Beef, Cheese, Lettuce,
Onion, Tomato, Mayo
Free Add-Ons
Lettuce, Onion, Mayonnaise, Mustard, Salt &Pepper,
Oil & Vinager, Zzesty Sauce, Provolone Cheese
_.' .6" .....$ .25' 12"..... $.. ",'Add-Ons.50
Black Olives, Tomato, Green Peppers, Mushrooms,
Extra Cheese, Extra Meat, American Cheese
CALL FOR QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS AND FUND
RAISING ,PROMOTIONS
Sod .a
Coca-Cola Classic
Diet Coke
Can $ .75
I Liter $1.50
r------.,Sunday I
IFootball Special II. .
..I 1 Large Cheese I
I Pizza I
I & 30 Buffalo II
I Wings
: & 2 Liters Soda :
I For I
L $17.99 ..-----
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Audience members were
stirred by the footage, moved by
the words of the speakers, and
seemed emboldened by what
Coles described as Ruby's
"moralexample." Many were in
tears, and some sat a little closer
to their friends and peers, united
by the experience. By this recep-
tion,more than by the ceremony
awarding the honorary degree,
the college community invited
Ruby to join it and be a part of
the Conn family.
At the end of the proceedings,
SGA President Dan Shedd pre-
sented Ruby with a donation in
the amount of $300 for
F.U.T.U.R.E. from the student
body, the amount of money usu-
ally awarded as an incentive to
the classes for attendance, say-
ing that her presence negated
any need for such tactics.
Coles has followed Ruby his
whole life and based his major
works on her experiences. His
relationship to her remains very
special to him.
Itwas never like this before
Perhaps for this reason, Coles,
a scholar who has received 60
honorary degrees, valued this
experience, the first time he has
ever shared a stage with Ruby
Bridges Hall, above all others.
"I can tell you I've been in this
situation before, but never like
this, I can tell you that out of the
deepness of my heart what it
means to me to be here under
these circumstances," he said.
Coles was emphatic in his
praise for the college in trans-
forming the Cenvocation cer-
emony into an event which ex-
tended. the boundary 0\ the col-
\ege'coll:\n:\UI\.\'ty beyond. \he '-Un-
its of its campus. It was a cer-
emony which gave recognition
to a troubled time in~American
history and the girl whose ex- .
ample 'of faith and courage has
the power to guide those of us
who have the wisdom to em-
brace her leadership.
. "And thank you, thank you,
tharikyou for what you've.done
today. The President Of this col-
lege, the Board of Trustees for'
teaching us by moral example,
by tellingthis country: this is
what a college might do, this is
what a college might do- reach
out, open up itsarmsand thereby
grow;" said Coles.
other members of the local com-
munity attended the event, and
the ceremony was closed with
the performance of a spiritual
by the Miracle Voices Choir of
the Miracle Temple Church of
New London.
Nothing prepares you
Coles explained that nothing
ever prepared him for the ha-
tred he saw when he happened
upon history in the making. He
was on his way to a meeting
when he saw the mob gathered
outside the school Ruby was to
attend. "Nothing in my life had
prepared me for that, not all the
training, not all the courses, not
even the courses in psychiatry
and psychoanalysis, had pre-
pared me to understand what is
it that make people behave like
this.so they will tum on a fellow
human being," said Dr. Coles.
~n1960, Norman Roc~ell drew one of hi.moat famous paintings. The depiction is of R.ubyBridges Hall Coles warned the audience of
IS escorted by four Umted States Mamhalls to the previously all-white William Frantz Elementary School. the danger in pursuing high
d h r' d R b ch d achievement to the exclusion of
justwhatshe is.a wife, a mother, accept that parents who are pre- rea e s, an u y rea. e
a sister, a daughter- for these occupied with [questions like] down and put her protectively otherkindsofdevelopment."As
are the roles that mean the most 'where is the next meal coming on her lap. The children drew Walker Percy, in one of his nov-
to Ruby. from?' or 'how will the rent be inspiration from the bravery a els, describes a character this
What is bravery? paid?' will tend toplace involve- child their age had displayed. way 'one of those people who
She speaks of herfamily with ment with their child's educa- "Bravery is like ifyou go in the got all A's and flunked ordinary
much affection and feels that it tion as an' liV~~: Let us try to do better at
was her mother who best exem- low pri- . 'orian Nixon ,ord~:,ary liv-
plified bravery, not herself. Af- ority. Yet Iii waili bllr: Rd mg, he said.
terall,shewasjustachild,Ruby these.Af- N~"'Z.O(lI~(1 "I His message" was that the
pointed out. It was her mother riean vil- 0{, 0 most irnpor-
who weighed the consequences lagers.al- -"'-__,__,-,.-. -----,......,:c---~
of the decision. She is not sure though - ~C D.vtrv' TJ \f,.1 a ~\:ts::r.a::
sh~,:U~;em~::rr::I::~se~-::'h:~: ?.., tt\t '-wo,,1- ;'~e:~l the goodness
-kN _ W"'----''-'~''..''-U'-''..,.......------ and courage of
,side me holding my tiny hand I i v e d ",_,./',' 'L the human
through those angry mobs proudly ~,-,' =t;-r~_--'U-\-l-L.....JIw.u.-L.}.JJ~U~_...JJ.L_, spirit.
chanting words of hate, she and Healing
knew she lacked the skills to k e e n I y Those at
help me with my homework, aware of tIt.- _Convocation
but she possesed courage, faith, the ne- ,. ---- watched a
determination and dignity. She cessity of .,... L video of
took that first step with me be- educat- ,IOd r S tCl> "0/ Ruby's ordeal
causeshetrulybelievedachange ing their --;JL:' . vU • - in silence, just
would come," said Ruby. you th ," _ moments be-
Ruby continues to fight Ruby re- , fore she took
Ruby has re-dedicated per minded the stage. Yet,
adult life to bringing about this the Con- New London school children accepted President Gaudiani's challenge to the hate that
typeo~~ge.Whenheryoting- vocati?n write their own .. uy' on bravery as inspired by The Story o/Ruby Bridges. one could feel
est brother died, she took on the a u d I - ood I d th ' radiating fromw s rea deep an ere are
job ofhelping hiswife raise their ence. .' wild animals in there. If you the video footage was replaced
four young children. They re- Our F.U.T.U.R.E. IS the pro- want to be brave youhave togo by something-else- an almost,
sponded well to structure and gram she designed to help the in a little futhur. You get to test tangible sense of family and to-
guidance, but it was too much school's ability to build healthy your strength," said 9 year-old getherness. "We're celebrating
fortheirmotherwhohadgroWn positive and nuturing relation- BrianNixon,ashereadhisessay our first day by remembering
up in the projects with little guid- ships between childre~, fami- on courage to the crowd. someone else's first day of
ance from. her own caregivers. lies and educators. She 15 focus- . School children were not the school. Today she will be sur-
Mother and, children soon re- ing ini!ia1ly on two New Or- only members of the New Lon- rounded as she should have
turned to the' projects, leaving leans inner city schools includ- don Community present; many been," said Gaudiani.
Ruby to accept the fact that she ing,theFrantzele~ntaryschool
could not help her nieces. In- tha~,'1'e helped to mtegrate.
domitable,Rubydecidedtohelp I m Just an ordinary per-
those she could. "I finally real" son- its just that not everyone
ized that we all; may not be sees me that way," Ruby ex-
equallyguiltybutweareequally plained. She may_describe her-
responsible for building a de- self as ordmary, but the nusslOn
cent and just society for our chil- that she was fated and the goals
dren," she said. . she has chosen for herself are
For 35 ye~rs Ruby has lived a extraordinary. .
life of giving to others, from the College and C1~ embrace.
first steps she took in helping to As part of Conn s celebrabon
integrate the elementary school of the courage of Ruby Bndges
in New Orleans to the develop- [Iall, the college sponsored an
ment of the Ruby Bridges Edu- essay contest for children in the
cational Foundation. New London area. CIalfe
"It takes a whole village" Gaudiani, presidentof the col-
She believes that community lege, made a deal WIth the stu-
involvement in helping to pro- dents: if the children read 'The
vide for the child is very irnpor- Story of Ruby Bridges" and
tant, an idea she traces back to wrote an essay, they would be
the wisdom of African tribaleul- invited to attend a picnic on
tures. Ruby was reaffirmed in Harkness Green and to partic!-
her beliefs after a recent visit to pate m Convocabon WIth thell
Kenya. families.
'The villagers were a living In the afternoon before the
example of the African proverb Conv~ationceremo~y,someof
'It takes a whole village to raise the children read thell essays to
a child: InAmerica, we tend to Ruby. One gul was too shy to KrystaI Yard and her mother hold up a copy of Dr. Col .. ,Ioty.
\
rage 6
TlIe CoIIef! V~ok<~ -----:]r-----=---,
Dan SheddKristin Page
Dan Shedd ran for president of the
Student Government Association last
year because, he said, he wanted to bring
SGA back to the students. A senior and
government major, Shedd said he sees a
huge gulf between SGA and the student
body which makes members of the As-
sembly seem unapproachable.
He wants students to feel that they can
come to their representatives when they
have concerns, and that these concerns
wilJ be addressed. "When people do
come to you, you have to make sure it
works," Shedd added.
Shedd said that when he joined the
SGA Executive Board last year as Judi-
ciary Board chair, he ~ ted the concept of
SGA But, he explained that last year's
president showed him that the Assem-
bly could develop productive relation-
ships with the faculty and administra-
tion.
One of Shedd's objectives for this year
is to make structural changes in SGA
proced ures. He said"that too often proce-
dures are based on the personalities in
the Assembly and are not able to survive
changing members.
'1 thought it would be a good place to
focus my energy," said Kristen Page, a
junior and double major in biochemistry
and psychology, of why she ran forChair
of Academic Affairs.
The Chair of Academic Mfairs is re-
sponsible for voicing students' concerns
and ideas on all academic matters. Chairs
of Academic Affairs have traditionally
focused on promoting better communi-
cation between facultyand students,and
pressing students' views on academic
rigor to faculty committees. Page wilJ
chair the Board of Advisory Chairs and
sit on the Educational Planning Commit-
tee as well as the college Ca binet.
Page sa.t's she has a lot of idees. Bu t, she
intends to focus on strengthening the
department advisory boards. Page wants
to tap the boards' resources and get them
more involved in activities such as tutor-
ing and possibly working with freshman
and transfers throughout their first year,
She also wants to work on restructuring
the process by which the boards are cho-
sen.
But, Page says she needs lots of input.
"I want this to be a team effort, not just
me," she explained.
Photo not
available
-I Jesse Roberts II Lisa Paone I
~J"esse-"':R::'o"':be:-rt-s-,-a-se-m'"o-r w :"h-o-se~fa-v-o-r...JiteL..."-I-r-e-al-IY-W-a-n-t-e-d-t-o-h-a-v-e-a-ch-a-~'"ce...Jto
colors are blue and green, says' he work with the Student Life staff," said
stumbled into the job of Public Relations senior Lisa Paone of why she decided to
Director last year. But, for his second runforChairofResidenlialLife. "Paone"
year Roberts says he intends to "do it added that she wanted to be able to give
right." the Board of Governors a larger role on
The Public Relations Committee's du- campus.
ties include running campus elections "The Board of Governors is very im-
and the campus vote on the student ac- rtan d hpo tan t eirvoiceshouldbeheard,"
tivitiesbudget,aswellasfacilitatingcom- she explained. This will be Paone's role
munication between SGA and the cam- as the Chair of Residential Life.
pus community. The Chair of Residential Life is a new
Last year, Roberts focused on the elec- dda ilion to SGA Executive Board this
tion process. This year, he plans to ad- Th .
dress communication within the com- ~ear. e position was created last year
In part as a result of a campus wide
munlry. His efforts will include a com- referendum.
prehensive study of how segments of the This individual chairs the Board of
~amp~s communicate now and the ways Governors and generaUy serves as a link
in which we can make communication be tween SGA and the house governors.
more efficient and cost effective. Last year, the Board of Governors ex-
Roberts says we also need to work on . edist separately from other campus gov-
getting information out the community ernance organizations. This created a
about campus events. He hopes this will lack of communication between student
be addressed in the commur.icationstudy. representalives on SGA and the gover-
nors.
The Legacy Project, which Roberts has They will also work with the Residen-
been working on throughout the sum- tial Life staff, specifically with Kristine
mer, involves showcasing the college's CyrGoodwin,directorofresidentiallife.
historyintheStudentCenter. Theproject Paone said that she is excited to be able
will be unvailed officially during Home- t hel d . the
coming Weekend next month. 0 p eslgn newposition.Sheplans
Elections will be held for the Public to work towards strengthening the role
RelationsCommitteeatthisweek'sSGA of house councils and governors, help-
bl ~g to create more campus wide tradi-
Assem y meeting, held at 6:45 p.m. in nons, and unproving faculty, staff and
the 1941 Room. student interaction.
Nick Smolansky
Nick Smolansky enjoyed being on the
Judiciary Board so much last year, that
he decided to run for chair. Smolansky, a
junior, said that the decision was not an
easy one.
His role this year is that of facilitator
and moderator; he will be able to voice
less of his own opinions as chair of the
Board that he was able to last year as J-
Board coordinator.
The Judiciary Board, or J-Board as its
affectionately known, is in charge of tIjy-
ing those students accused of viola ling
the Honor Code. The Board is made up
entirely of students and has juridiction
over most campus infractions.
Smolansky said that his first concern is
obviously infractions of the Honor Code.
But, he would also like to ensure that
the log ofj-Board c~ses is available tothe
campus community on a regular basis.
Logs will be printed on a monthly basis
in The College Voice.
Smolansky said he is also working with
SGA!o write a general statement of the
Honor Code. He hopes this will help to
create an "Institutional ethic for the whole
community."
Alex Cote
Ajunior, Alex Cote sayshe ran forSGA
Vice President because he wanted to
change the budget process.
Cote, an economics major and ethics
min~", has already brought his plan be-
fore the SGA Assembly. ,
An informal discussion of the new pro-
posaltook place at last week's Assembly
meeting. SGA will continue to discuss
the issue in the coming weeks.
Last year, clubs and organizations did
not receive their allocations until March.
The final budget passed the campus
only after bemg voted down first by SGA,
and by an all-eampus referendum in a
second attempt.
Budgets have traditionally been passed
by SGA and the campus so that clubs and
organizations receive their allocations for
the year during be fall semester.
Cote explained that his goal is to first
get a budget passed, then to really exam-
me how a budget is written and improve
the process.
(for comprehensive coverage of Cote's
plan, see page ????-in the issue of The
College Voice)
He said he wants to talk to other schools
to find out how they do it; he is workin
With .Mark Hoffman, director of studen~
activities, to plan a finance related con-
ference here at Conn.
'Tmexcitedaboutthis "C"And I ho year, otesaid.
id pe people approa'chme withnew leas."
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I Ted Svehlik I1..----_
"I ran for SAC chair because Igot sick
of people running around saying there
was nothing to do on campus," said jun-
ior Ted Svehlik. Svehlik explained that
he wanted to do something.
The school invests the majority of its
money for student events in SAC through
the Finance Committee budget process.
Most colleges run events through a pro-
gramming board with heavy involve-
ment from the administration. Our col-
lege depends on funds from the Student
Activities Fee and depends on an alloca-
tion from the student-run Finance Com-
mittee, just like any other club on cam-
pus. This necessitates a great deal of cre--
ativity and student involvment on the
part of the SAC Executive Board and the
SAC Council.
But, Svehlik said he was up to the task.
, The SAC chair's plans for the year in-
clude more large-scale events such as the
upcoming Blizzard of Buck and R-rated
Hypnotist. The group has also secured
the band CollectiveSoul for the fall con-:
cert.
SVehlik also wants to make traditional
eventsmore special, For instance, he said
they spent more money on the first day of
classes party than in years past. Svehlik
explaineefthat its the first SAC event and
should kick off the year.
But, even with the next couple of
months already planned out, Svehlik has
plenty to do. He's already started on
December's winter formal. And next
week, he'll start to tackle the Spring fes-
tival-Floralia,
SGA Briefs ...
During Officer's reports, Dan
Shedd, SGA president, announced
that ideas for changes to the Oasis and
Bar were being discussed. Some sug-
gestions included adding booths to
Oasis and moving the Bar upstairs
where Coffee Grounds used to be.
Shedd said that there would be an
open meeting to discuss the changes
on Monday at 7p.m. in the EmstCom-
mon Room in Blaustein.
The Assembly held an informal dis-
cussion on the plan by the vice presi-
dent ofSGA, Alex Cote, to restructure
the budget process. (for complete bud-
get story see page one)
William Intner, senior class _presi-
dent, announced that his class was
st~lllooki1\g for a Community Service
DIrector and Presidential Associate.
Jesse Roberts, public relations di-
rector, announced that committee
elections would take place at the next
Assembly meeting.
Last week, a vote was made to
disaffirm Jesse Vogelson as
Padunentarian and 'vote of affirma-
tion was made to approve Stacie
French for the position.
Intner, who sits on the Academic
and Administra tive Procedures Com-
mittee, said that they are worklng to
change the voluntary course drop sys-
tem so it is not as easy to drop a
course.
,
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Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
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10:00 PM rust
Day of Classes
Luau - Cro Pit
Sat
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Sports Schedule
T1tun<Ioy.9/14
3:00PM • W<Xnen's Tennis VI. Uniwnity of Jthode 1sb:nd
F1icIdng<r Courts
3 4
w""".... oy•• /lIJ .
3:00PM • Women's Tf'Mis vs. Trinity
Flickinger Courts
5
14
6 7 8 9
9:00 PM
Blizzard of
Bucks - 1962
3-.JOPM • Women'sSoccervs. Trinity
HarknessG reen
Thund.1y.9I21
01:00PM - r.eld Hockey YS. Smith
Dawley Fieid
Saturday, 91'23
NOON - F)eJd Hockey vs. Amherst
Dawley Field
1 1 16
NOON - Women's Soccer YS. Amherst
Harkness Green10
7:30 PM
Hypnotist:
Frank Santos -
1962
Dorm Olympics
- Knowlton
Green
12 1 513
7:30 PM Jill
Ker Conway-
Westerly Perf.
Hall. Westerly,
R.I.
Dorm Olympics Dorm Olympics Dorm Olympics
_ Knowlton - Knowlton - Knowlton
Green Green Green
2:00PM - Men's Soccer vs. Amherst
Harkness Green
Tuelld<1ly.9/26
3:00PM - Women's Tennis vs. Springfteld
Flickinger Courts
4:00PM - Women's Soccer vs. UMass - Dartmouth
Harkness Green
Thundily,912B
4:00PM - Field Hockey vs. Wellesley
Dawley Field
Saturay, 9/30
l1:OOAM - Field Hockey vs. Assumption
Dawley Field
1:00PM - Men's Soccer YS.Salve Regina
Harkness Green
l.':OOPM • 'Y'olow.en',. 'TeRn'S 'II".I Flickinger Coum -
, I
ARROW PAPER PARTY STORES
WELCOMES BACK THE STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF OF CONN COLLEGE
ON EVERYTHING You NEED
To MAKE THE NEW YEAR A GREAT SUCCESS I!!
HALLOWEEN SUPPLIES
LAVA DECORATIONS
HELIUM TANKS
PINATAS'
POPCORN
POSTERBOARD
TEMPRA PAINTS
FALL DECORATIONS
PLA TES & CUPS
NAPKINS & TABLE COVERS
BALLOONS
BULK CANDY
FROZEN FOOD
STAND- Up CHARACTERS
AND MUCH MORE
567 Colman Street
NL - 447-3350
Moo - Fri. 9am-6pm
Sat. 9am-5pm
Suo. I (Jam - 2pm
113 Salem Turnpike
Norwich 889-5525
1\100. - wea., Fri. 9am-6pm
Thurs. 9am-8pm
Sat. 9am-5pm
Suo. I (Jam-4pm
Wedne'day,9/27
r.-;;;------'~;;-----1~::----f-:-::-----+".-----+-----+-----l 3:00PM· Women's Tennis vs. Salve Regina
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 Flickinger Courts
~2;--;-4----1f::-::-----1f=-:---_f__---~------J.-----+-----Ill:OOM .Women's Soccer vs. Salve Regina
25 26 27 28 29 -30 Harkness Green
9:00 PM
Comedians >
Dana
SUPER DISCOUNT
LARGEST SELECTION & LOWEST PRICES
Groton Shopping Plaza
445-1165
i\loo. - wed, Fri. »am-spm
Thurs. 9am-8pm
Sat. 9alll-5plll
Suo. I (Jam - -lprn
102 Wall St.
Madison
245-0645
1'-100 - Fri. 9am-Gpm
Sat. 9ami!'ipm
.'
I
, !
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BY MK:H:ELu. RONAYNE
Editor in alit!
'1 think last year was a man-
date to change the budget pro-
cess," announced Alex Cote, Stu-
dent Government Association
Vice President, at last week's
Assembly meeting, In an infor-
mal discussion at last week's
meeting, Cote outlined his pre-
sentation of the changes to the
budget process,
Last year, the Student Activi-
ties Budget, which funds all stu-
dent clubs, organizations, and
gover~mental bodies, went
through many stages before rati-
fication, It failed the Assembly
~he first Eime through, then
passed the Assembly but failed
in the campUS-Wide referend urn.
On the third try, the budget fi-
nal1ypassed both Assembly and
campus ratification.
According to Cote, last year's
budget failure was a dired're-
sult of the process used to allo-
ca te the funds. The discussion at
the meeting focused on Cote's
plan to improve whathe believes
to be a f1awecf process, Rather
than present a formal proposal
to SGA, a process which Cote
feels would be too lengthy to
ensure a timely allocation of
funds to campus organizations,
he said during the informal dis-
cussion, Cote will a\ter the pro-
~g;"w\\h~ow'('\?\annow and
"work to pass a new process
after this budget passes, "
"The "C"-Book isdistressingly
vague," said Cote. The "C" ~Book
states only that the FinanceCom-
mittee must hold open hearings
and confidential lieliberations,
Cote added thalthere is nothing
in the "C" -Book which would
impede the SGA vice president
and chair of the Finance Com-
mittee in changing the process
at his discretion.
Cote's new process involves
the creation of a liaison system.
Underthissystem,eachcluband
or inization would be assi ed
_________~~~~~~------------------------&-:.p.:.:le=mb~5~ 1k~v"" ~
a primary liason and a second-
ary liaison.
The liaisons would be mem-
bers of the Finance Committee,
which is comprised of the vice
president, a non-voting mem-
ber, four house senators, and
four students-at-large. The pri-
mary liaison would be arbitrarily
assigned toa club unless amem-
ber had some connection or af-
finity for a particular club, An
extreme bias towards the orga-
nization, however, would not
be appropriate according to
Cote. "As long as they are not
directly involved in the budget
process ...some goodwill is okay
but not too much bias," said
Cote,
The primary liaison would be
directly involved in helping the
group prepare the budget. The
primary liaison would then
write a reconunendationand the
seconda ry liaispn would review
that as an infonned, objective
observer from the Committee._
The recommendation would
then be submitted to the Finance
Committee, Both liaisons will be
present to provide factual infor-
mation during the deliberations
but the primary liaison will step
down when the vote on how
much to allocate is taken, The
secondary liaison may partici-
pate in the vote as long as it is
agreed that he or she does not
nave \00 mucn of a bi.as.
The process would be broken
in half withgovemmental orga-
nizations submitting their bud-
gets first, on the September 15,
and other elubs and organiza-
tions handing in their budgets
on September26, The timeline is
contingent upon election of a
full committee at the next As-
sembly meeting, held on Thurs-
day at 6:45 in the 1941 Room,
Positions for students-at-Iarge
remain open.
While the governmental or-
ganizations would be the first
reviewed by the Committee,
Cote ex lained that it does not
If you're interested
in working for, The
College Voice, call
April, Publisher
(x3025) or Michelle,
Editor in Chief
(x4893)!!!
The Student Actvities Budget , b
SGA Vice President will change finance proce~s:Assem ly
members voice concerns on concept and details behind plan
, b d th ' dec·lsions last Finance Committee, recom_
th t I bs mittee ase err di f hnecessarily follow a cUI f tors includ- men mg urt er analysis of the
ive th t yearonsevera actors, .' b f 'would only receive e amoun. h ni zations' options e ore a different pro-., "W ex ing how t e orga I ., Iof funding remauung, e - , into th Izations' cess ISput in pace.
peet to over-allocate [the gov- events fit into e org~~ow they Others feel that the problems
ernmental organizations] and overall PhurpSGoAseIs,an P iect a were a little different,
di th fit into t e ssues roJ rwe will go back and a Just e I t fth oalsand "I agree with changing the
" C id yearly statemen 0 e g . bbudget, ote sal" ' " that all Assembly .process utI have concerns as a
The changes to the fmance pnor
be
1hes
d
ft nd te on Vice President. Less time to pre-
ith iti mem rs ra a vo .
Process have met WIt en icism ti pare will make my budget lookh A "I don't like the assump 10nfrom some members of t e s- . fl d poor in comparison [to those
sembly and former Finance that the pro~ess :sf ~e,' submitted by clubs a week
Committee members, Hearingpeop eflsay da 15 t ex.. later]" said Amity Simons se-
I way or the old awe sys em IS' ,There was a so some concern , . t nior class vice president and
that Cote's perception of the over-broad~ ~Y cdan ft ~: J~s former Finance Committee
Problems with the budget were educate VP s instea 0 trammg b, " ?" k d Meagan rnem er.
incorrect. Cote believes that pn- hOI sons , as e S' I d. . ., _ Chan elo, house- senator of imons a .so expresse con-
ontizmg clubs needs and hav ,g f h cern regarding the relative F-
, inf ti bo t the Wmdham and a member 0 telmg more In orma IOnau. . . nance Committee experience of
clubs' needs are the most essen- Finance Committee. I' ,. C t f 1 th II
SG E ti B d I raisons. 0 e ee s ata mem-tial factors in creating a budget The A xecu 1ve oar IS be . 'II be 11 d, 'I' - t f AI' rs WI equa y prepare to
satisfactory to the campus, He prunan Y m suppor 0 ex s b I' ' ft f h f. .' , h f b ht e lalsons a er a ew ours 0
believes that what is needed Ideas, 'When e ltst roug t" "I th' k't' I'tt'o'd, I h d I t f rarnmg. In 1 IS a 1 l.l= I e-mqst is the ability to prepare a thiS to me, _ a aDO con- .. - .
d b d d f I ha th He n [make h
is own ahshc to say they WIll all be
goo u get, an ee 5 t t e cems. ca . . ,
liaison~ will fill that need, decision] under the "C" -B_ook. equally tramed, I d rather have
"I think that I' t We 'ust have to make sure it someone who had [preparedas year was an J b d t ] 'II' t' h
isolated incident," said Damon represents input. We are not u ge s a IDt IOn IIDes t a~
Kr' h t f K B makm' g a decision and frankly someone who had never done Itleger, ouse sena or 0 .. _ '. -II"
and present member of the-Pi- itisnotourplace.ItisAlex'sa~d befqre, said SImons.
nance Committee with two the Finance Committee's Assembly J;I1ernbers are also
years' experience, [choice.]," said Dan Shedd, SGA concerned that biases will not be
"The problem is that [the pro- president.. controlled and suggested"ways
cess of allocating funds] is not a "We can all agree that the pro- of f~xmg the problem, Why
value-neutral system," said YVil- cess needs to be changed ... it is don t we .Just add ~embers to
liam !ntner, senior c1ass·presi- going to take a lot ,of time to th~comm1tteewhowl1ldealon1y
dent and former member of the change and· we have to get this WIth [helpmg an orga,~lzahon
FinanceCommittee, )\ccording done [now]," said Ted Svehlik, prepare] the'budget, asked
to !niner, it was not the budget 5qA SAC chair. Da~ny Hor,wood, Horwood en-
per set but the values used to "Dan Shedd and Alex are vlslOnedagroupofhalSOnssepa-
}udge the requests by the Com- viewing this as Alex's decision. I;ate from the FinanceConunitee.
mittee that caused the Commit- ltismuch bigger than that. Alex Mike Brown, house senator of
tee't!, present a budget. unac- should bethere toguide the pro- I,A., suggesfed soine mightfeel
. ceptable to th",campus, !nlner cess according to the campus' better iEthe liaisons did not par- ,
does not believe that Cote truly needs, The senators and class ticipate in deliberations at all,
understands the reason that the preSidents are there to tell Alex "I would feel much better if
budget failed, what· the campus community they didn't make recommenda-
"The budget failed for two wants," said Intner, suggesting tions, People can be swayed by
reasons: a lack of experience and that the role of the vice presi- what they view as facts," said
guidanceonthepartoftheCom- dent should be to ~eceive that Inlner, suggesting that what a
mittee, and because the Com- input. liaison might view as objective
mittee didn't understand the Thereisalsosomeconcernthat fact might in reality be subjec-
campus's desires," said Intner. this process is being rushed. tive perception~
Inlner believes that there was "Let's not hurry this, Ifwe have As of the last Assembly meet-
agooddiscussionofCote'sideas, to use the old rusty wheels iets ing, Cote's plan for the finance
"However, I thing Alex's idea is use the old rusty wheels," said process will take effect with the
flawed," added Inlner. Rudi Riet, house senator of full election oEthe Finance Com-
Accordin to Intner, the Com- Warnshuis and member of the mittee.
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BEYOND THE HILL
Beyond. the Hill ~sa new addition to The College Voice, bringing you up-
~o-date I.nformatIon (as of Sunday afternoon) on both national and
International news. If vou have anv suaaestions for this naze. call x2812.
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UN halts Bosnian air impossible to get all three sides plained that this latest donation ft\~'Q.
strikes, issues ultima- into the same room in recent was from a specific group, whiJe ......
months. Someoftheissuesprov- past donations from the enter- President Clinton
tum ing divisive include territory, tainment industry have been honors'veterens of war
governance, and retaliation from specific individuals. Dole
against those accused of ethnic defends rejection of campaign in the Pacific
cleansing. funds .
The Serbs currently hold close ......
to seventy percent of Bosnia and
a sliver of eastern Croatia after
four years of fighting.
Conference marred
by actions of Chinese
millitary
United Na-
tions officials
are expressing
concern that
protests over
China'sactions
as a host country could over-
shadow the fourth World Con-
ference on Women. The confer-
ence is sla ted to open today in
Bejing.
Inthe days preceding the start
of the conference, Chinese secu-
rity forces were described as
obstructing the movement and
expression of the nearly 20,000
women gathered in the city from
around the world.
One official said that China's
current actions will damage its
prospects for hosting major in-
ternational events in the future,
including the Olympic games.
Il is also feared that the lack of
response from United Nations
leadership will undermine UN
Secretary General Boutros-
Boutros Ghali' sa ttempt at a sec-
ond term. Somenationsarecom-
plaining that Boutros Ghali is
not holding China to the condi-
tion under which it was chosen
to host the event.
lLtJW::""''',.,,,··: .. · .. ,''<:/'''''Wi The air raids
.". ..1 that had been
•.. ". .' ;pounding
t '.. j Sarejevo dur-
·11..1iL';b:',,,d:i~1~go ~~ ~a:l~
hours of last week have been
halted. For the first time in two
years, all three parties in the
Balkan war will be silting down
to talk peace in Geneva next
week.
But, due to the Serbs lack of
compliance with UN demands,
Western officials say that a re-
sumption of airs trikes seems
likely.
The Bosnian Serb army com-
mander was issued an ultima-
tum on Sunday telling him he
must comply with demands
very soon. No concrete dead-
line was set, but one Western
official said that unless the de-
mands are met, strikes could
resume just hours after the ulti-
matum was delivered.
Western demands include the
withdrawal of heavy weapons
from around Sarajevo, allow the
opening of the Sarajevo airport,
and respect the saftety of UN
declared "safe havens,"
As of Sunday morning, there
were no reports that the Serbs
had begun to withdraw heavy
weapons from around Sarajevo.
Western officials still call the
Geneva summit a breakthrough.
1bey say that is has been nearly
*"."'.,,,,-Standing onthe spot thatdrew the
~
=====~united States'into World
War II fifty
years ago,
President Clinton paid tribute
this weekend to the men and
women who gave their lives and
"truly saved the world."
On September 2, 1945, Gen-
eral Douglas MacArthur for-
mally accepted thejapanese sur-
render aboard the battleship
Missouri.
Inhis speeches' this weekend,
the President tried to draw at-
tention toanotherwarcurrently
raging in the Balkans. He ex-
pressed hope that NATO's in-
tervention could bring peace to
Bosnia and "prevent the further
slaughter of innocent civillians
in Sarejevo."
Clinton joined 7,000members
of the US armed forces for a
ceremony on Wheeler Field in
Hawaii. The field wasoneofthe
areas bombed during the japa-
nese a ttack on Pearl Harbor,
Later in the weekend, the
President joined Apollo 13 as-
tronaut james Lovell in honor-
ing prominent World War II
veterans who died in the battle
of Guadalcanal.....
................ .'
France strikes back at
environmental group
1II\lI~~I~i;aCr~_}f:.P." struck back:bjt£ at the".... Greenpeace
anti-nuclear testing campaign
this weekend, seizing two of the
environmental group's ships
and arresting two divers.
French navy commandos
armed with grappling hooks and
cannisters of tear gas attacked a
flotilla of ships protesting the
renewal of testing in the South
Pacific.
The tests have been widely
criticized by both foreign gov-
ernments and environmental
groups.
Last month, President Clinton
announced the end of nuclear
testing in the US and called for a
world wide ban.
The French government had
scheduled to renew nuclear test-
ing as early as this weekend.
French officials have said that
once testing is completed next
spring, at which point they will
sign a comprehensive testing
ban.
(ed note. this report is up to
date as of Sunday morning)......
Dole defends rejec-
tion ofcampaign funds
.... Senate Major--=::ity leader and
-=Republican
~====:presidential;;; candidate Bob
Dole is defend-
ing his decision to return a $2,000
donation from a gay Republican
organization.
The majority leader's cam-
paign staff suggested that the
candidate could be judged by
the type of donations that he
keeps.
Dolesays that he would never
knowingly accept money from a
group whose cause he opposed.
But, even after speaking out
against theentertainment indus-
try, Dole has kept donations
from industry executives who
produce the movies that he
claims have destroyed the
nation's social fabric.
One campaign worker ex-
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Learning from past mistakes
Thoseawareof the SGAvicepresident'snewplanforthe finance
processwhichgovernsthe allocationof the studentactivitiesfeetoall
studentclubs,organizations,and governmentalbodiesare aWareofat
leastonething:it has been metwithcriticism-Of course,this criticism
is minorincomparisonto the downrightire lastyear'sbudget
proposalsproducedinstudentsonbehalf of theirclubsand classes.
All are agreed:somethingdidn't jibe betweenthe 8-votmgmember
FinanceCommitteeand thecampus.
Therewas a lot of discussion lastyearof the judgement used by
the Finance Committee in determining allocations. Sophomores
were understandably disturbed that their class received only a
few hundred dollars when even the freshman class, which is
automatically allocated funding because its cIassexecutive board
is not yet in office to draft its own budget, received $1,500.
The FinanceCommitteedefendedits decision,sayingthat the
budgetsubmittedwas sopoor it didnotmerita greaterallocation,
Thestudentbodysaid:go back toyour drawingboards.And theydid.
And theydid oncemore.And no onegot anymoneyuntilMarcIt
Thenewplan, while regrettablypresentedhastily,is an honest
attemptat forestallinga similarsituationthis year.Itsaimis simple:
reduce the communicationgap betweenclub treasurersand Finance
Committeemembers,andhelp clubsfum in themost thorough,well-
researchedandbest-defendedbudgetspossible.Theliaisonsystem,
althoughsomewhatcomplicated,addressesthis issuewell.
However, as former Finance Corrunittee and Assembly mem-
bers are quick to point out, a good budget isn't the whole enchi-
Iada. There remains the issue ofjudgement and values used by the
Committee. If the Star Trek club were to put together the cheapest
package for its members to take a trip to the nearest convention,
say, inSanAntonio, (a function which would clearlybe in keeping
with the organization's purpose), would the Finance Committee
allocate the funding under the new plan, even with the support of
the dub's liaisons? Of course not- the mere suggestion is unrea-
sonable. The role of student leaders, specifically those on theSGA
I:\.s'f;~:cnb\y,i..sto iden\:.ily the genera \ c.ampus consensus on what is
desirable and appropriate, and the role specific to the Finance
Committee, the body we entrust with fiscal responsibility, is to
bring those desires in line with our consensus on priorities.
Solidcommunicationwith clubsand soundjudgementshouldbe
inseparable;leadershipfromthe vicepresident,directorofstudent •
activities,andhead treasurerofStudentOrg, allnon-votingmembers
of theCommittee,shouldbe focusedon facilitatingsuch
comprehensivedecision-making,somethingthatwas lackingin last
year's process.
Theagendais set for this yearwith theelectionof the full
Committee.Concernsand complaintswith the liaisonsassignedto
clubsshouldbehandledin an appropriatemanner througha channel
of appeals,and we areconfidantthevicepresidentwill providesucha
provision.AnotherV.P., investedwith thesamebroadand undefined
powersof the "C"-Book, might notdo so.Nevertheless,aswe go
forward,let'snot forgetallof the factorsthatled to lastyear's debacle.
Dear Voice:
C.Co's Speech Code: An Immodest Proposal.
The speech code of our college displays the fact that most
attempts to categorically define restricted speech, and then
systematically ban such speech, result in an overbroad, un-
pnanageable system, which snares misunderstood utterances
r>ade in good faith along with insults. Even taking this aside,
~e fact remains that our basic freedoms have been removed
by these regulations. Under the current speech code, stu-
dents are subject to ordinances which our national founders
believed inappropriate to be wielded by even the highest
uthority. If we are expected to be responsible enough to
lfunction in a fairly large campus community, it seems rather
pdd to remove our freedom of speech, especially since
slanderous and libelous speech is illegal per se. If we truly
rovereconsidered to have self esteem in the first place, rending
~e constitution would not be required in order to protect our
Sensibilities, and it might even be discovered that we are
stronger than thought.
It is time for the campus community to be accorded some
Irespect, and perhaps even some modesty.
Rudolf B.Radna
C1ass of 1998 •
•
Dear Voice,
The ecological crisis we face today is on a scale that threat-
ens the standard of living, if not the very lives, of future
generations. This is probably n~t news to you. .
The question, then, which applies to Connecticut College 15
_ why is the U.S. education system failing so nuserably at
providing students with the knowledge and skills needed to
effectively deal with the impending global SItuation?
One major factor, I believe, is the inadequacy of an educa-
tional system in which the sciences and the humaruties are
two separate and often unrelated entities. The lack of sub-
stantive communication between SCIentists and humarusts m
institutions of higher learning has created and atmosphere of
mistrust and misunderstanding. Even here at Connecticut
College, the complementary perspectives of scientific re-
search and moral questioning are rarely found m dialogue,
much less in fruitful collaboration. Knowledge has become
compartmentalized, highly specialized, and thus ESSEN-
TIALLY NON:FUNCTIONAL in dealing with pressing so-
cia! issues such as racism, sexism, homophobia and, of course,
environmental destruction.
Take a look at this situation in its macrocosm outside of
academia. We see that religion and' science are seen as
essentially incompatible, each tending to claim an exclusive
hold on the truth (whatever that may be!). Isn't it ironic that
while our educational system pushes the frontiers of knowl-
edge, many religious institutions offer us ever more exclu-
sive salvational wisdom? Yet, dispite our copious informa-
tion, we don't seem to be able to deal with the'dilemmas
facing us today!
You as students are thus caught unwittingly in two traps.
One: the labyrinth of compartmentalized disciplines. Two:
an often desperate obsession with marketability and job
skills. You have little opportunity to synthesize, integrate, or
personalize the knowledge you receive here in college. Quan-
tilative analysis is too often emphasized over qualitative or
creative learning processes.
This is a challenge to students, faculty, staff, and adminis-
trators to critically evaluate Connecticut College's educa-
tional approaches and consider how we can better prepare
students to adequately confront today's (and tomorrow's)
social problems.
Dear Voice, •
Mark Lucey
Evironmental Intern
My apologies to those seniors who did not want to be
reminded that we only had 270 days until Commencement.
I was hoping to drive home the point that we still had 270
days to get things done. This was in part motivated by having
gone through a week of training, listening to the sophomores
and juniors talk about how our class does not have any
enthusiasm or unity. I w~t our class to prove them wrong,
I know we will. With such an incredible Convocation as the
one we had, (my congratulations and thanks to President
Gaudiani and the entire Convocation Committee,) we are off
to a great start. Everyone I spoke to after Convocation,
including Ruby Bridges Hall, said it was a day that they will
not forget; I hope that it was the beginning of a year that we
will not forget.
There are a number of big events coming up, whether that
means the LSATs, the GMATs, the GREs, the MCAts, first
interviews, second interviews, and acceptance letters. How-
ever ...not all of us can say we know everyone in our class and
not all of us can say we have recently taken the time to
senously talk to our friends. So, whether it be in the bar, or
sitting out undlf the stars on Harkhess Green, or at the soon-
to-be-coming, new Coffee Grounds, take ,the time. to get to
know the people in our class. You can also take the-time to get
to know the faculty and staff better, as well; invite them fo
lunch or to share a cup of coffee with you. But don't just-sit
there waiting t? get to know them, do something about it. .
In closmg, this IS an invitation to the Class of 1996 to our
W~lcome Back to the Year to'Remember Party in Castle Court
this Thursday NIght, and an invitation to those same Sopho-
- mores and Juniors who recently put our class down, to watch
and learn. .
William Intner
President of the senior class
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but his strength increased and he told her not to worry, it wouldn't hurt. He
wanted her to relax, maybe she was new to this. He whispered agin but never
stopped. He never asked, she never said yes. She tried to push his shoulders
awaybuthe was so confident, the boyish sweetness disappeared and he knew
just what to do. Did she kick? Could she scream? Was this actually
happening to her? He was so much bigger, what could she do?
Dear Voice,
Remember when your mother said that there are some people in the world
who want to hurt you. You were what, six or maybe eight years old when she
said that? Think about it again. You haven't outgrown that sad fact of our
- society - people hurt other people.
She's the girl down the hall or maybe the one on your left in Bio, Her name
isn't that important because she's not just one person. There are people like
her everywhere, in Cro, on your floor, in your classes. Their experiences
differ, the situations vary, but the place was the same, Conn. College.
She's silting on the comer of her bed leaning against the wall with her knees
hugged to her chest reading a dull Spanish novel when he pokes his head
through the door. He's looking for her roommate but she's out for the night.
He asks about what she's reading and they begin to talk. Without interrup-
tion he slides into the sling chair beside her bed and they continue to talk. He
smiles and she begins to relax. She's seen him before and her roommate says
he's a nice gtty, funny when he's drinking. Maybe he really is nice, she
thinks .
The conversation continues while she absently reaches up and clutches the
tired, knotted muscles in her neck, the result of long hours in front of her
computer. He notices the subtle movement and offers to give her a massage.
He moves to the edge of the bed and works her shoulders. She thanks him,
while thinking how sweet it was of him, and he politely moves back to the
chair.
What happened after tha t she doesn't really recall. When he lifted himself
from the chair she thought he was leaving. What made him come over and
sit on the bed again? The first kiss was gentle, he leaned over from the edge
of the bed. Did she kiss him back? Withou t so much as a single word she was
pressed between the bed and his body. She. stiffened and tried to pull away
When he finally moved off her, he did so again without words. She didn't
look at him and he left as casually as he had entered. Trying to read her book
again was futile. The words ran and smudged with her tears so she pulled her
knees back to her chest and hugged them again. She couldn't remember
seeing that crack in her ceiling before, but now she couldn't tear it from her
head. .
This happened again the next night. The same girl? Perhaps. The same guy?
Not necessarily. The same room? Possibly. No matter, it happened again in
the room next to you, above you, or maybe as far away as the end of the hall ..
You may know him. You may have eaten lunch with her.
Don't kid yourself into thinking this is out of proportion or radical. If you
can say that you don't know someone who's experienced this type of
situation, you're wrong. They just haven't told you. What is it in our society
that not only finds this crime against the mind.body, and soul acceptable but
actually promotes it. Again, don't kid yourself and say hormones and sexual
urges can't be controlled. That's not an excuse or explanation, its a lie. Why
is she going to be afraid to tell her friends? And why don't you think this can
happen the other way around? The weapon is sex, the motivation is power,
the action is violence, and we permit it.
Craig McClure
Class of 1998
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"Listening to Music:"
New Professor Tries to
Bridge the Gap Between
Pop and "Serious" Music
by Damon Krieger
A&EEorroR
department.
Born in Cleveland, Ohio, Michael
Adelson spent the early part of his life
with his family in Detroit, Michigan.
Adelson studied the cello in his youth
and went on to study at the New England
Conservatory of Music in Boston. Itwas
there that he realized conducting was the
"medium" through which he could best
fulfill his goals and ambitions. Conse-
quently, Adelson transferred to the
Mannis College of Music in New York
City where he could pursue his dream of
conducting more rigorously.
Upon graduating from Mannis,
Michael Adelson traveled across the At-
lantic Ocean to Helsinki, Finland to be-
gingraduatestudiesattheSibeliusAcad-
emy.
AdelsonspentsevenyearsipEurope-
seven years that began to shape him as a
conductor through professional appear-
ances with European orchestras such as
\:he H.e\&\nki. Philharmonic and the Finn-
ish Radio Symphony Orchestra.
Upon returning to the United States,
Professor Adelson guest-conducted at
various orchestras across the country,
including the Los Angeles Philharmonic.
Coming to Connecticut College was
Adelson's solution to dealing with his
deep-felt concern over Americans' de-
clining interest in classical music. He
chose ~ liberal arts college because it
would give him the opportunity to touch
_a large number of people with a wide
variety of interests. His old school, the
NEC (New England Conservatory), was
"not exactly college," he felt, because it
focused on only one discipline. The lib-
eral arts environment offers him the free-
dom to join with other departments and
cross-examine ideas from other perspec-
The creative world known to many
people only as "the arts" is rapid.ly losing
a placeof imporlance in the United Stales
of America. The goverrunent continues
tocut federal funding for the arts, and the
power of pop culture marketing contin-
ues to rise.
The educational system oflhe past was
suffused with a strong commitment to
the arts and the creative processes; alas,
that no longer seems to be the case. Con-
necticut College, however, is extremely
fortunate to have acquired a music pro-
fessor whose personal agenda includes
bringing the classical music genre back
into our world.
New professor Michael AdelsOn is
aware of this. situation and feels that he
has a responsibility as an American mu-
t;.\.ci.a{\\o%\ve~hin~bac.v.. \n \he.ho~
that his efforts will help to revive the
rn usicaJ am.
Michael Adelson wants to be a "pub-
licityagent" for the orchestra. In this way
he will mallemptto bridge the gap be-
tween pop and "serious" music and deal
with his worries over the effects of too
much pop culture inAmerica. "If you
read comic books all the time, it is very
difficult to understand King Lear," offered
Adelson, and in music, those who listen
exclusively to the Top 40 often have
trouble appreciating classical music.
As a new professor, Adelson will con-
duct the orchestra and teach a course in
conducting this semester. He will also be
responsible for preparing the curricu-
lum for a new certification program in
music education offered by the music
rives, a big advantage over a trade-based
school like the NEC.
Adelson finds the music department at .
Conn tohave an outlook compatible with
his own: "Increasingly in my life educa-
tion has become more and more impor-
tant. .. and I want to see what can be built
here. [The professors of the music de-
partment) care very much about what
they are doing, and our agendas seem to
coincide when looking at the problems in
the musical world." .
The entire department seems commit-
ted to "bridging the gap." Music Profes-
sor Tho~as Stoner agrees that classical
music has become"wallpaper music" in
the sense that people no longer seem to
know how to react to the music or to
appreciate the way it makes them feel.
Adelson hopes to spark a renewed lit-
terest in classical music as he reaches out
to the student body and surrounding
community.
His agenda includes a series of "col-
lage concerts:' which would bring to-
gether music from a wide range of styles
and connect them thematically. Discus-.
sian would follow performance, allow-
ing the audience to interact with the
musicians and gain a better insight into
the music.
Recent auditions for the orchestra have
shown that a vast amount of musical
talent lies within theClassof1999. In fact,
contrary to Rast years, the orchestra this
year should cover almost every instru-
ment.
Adelson is extremely enthusiastic
about the orchestra and is anxious to get
started. The repertoire will span a wide.
variety of eras including several works
from the 20th century. Hopefully, a few
works by American composers willalso
be included to give students the chance
to hear music created by their fellow
countrymen.
Some orchestra rehearsals will also be
open tothepublic because, "people need
to see how music isactually made," said
Adelson.
Grasping the nature of classical mu-
sic, according to Adelson, is not some-
thing 'that is lost forever. In fact, "the
process of reviving classical music in
America is very exciting and immensely
enjoyable," said Adelson.
If you play an instrument, seek out
Michael Adelson; you just might just
discover a beautiful treasure in music
difficult to surpass.
And to those who do not, Adelson
extends this hopeful invitation: "Corne
and see what were all about. Give us
your support and take part in this mad
party called music. I want it to become
an essential part in peoples' lives, and I
think it can happen."
An Evening With
Dr. Jill Ker Conway
The author of the best-selling
summer reading book,
The Road From Coorain
will be speaking
Wednesday September 13, at·
7:30pm
at the Westerly Performance Hall.
(119High Street, Westerly, RI)
For further information
please call (401) 596-2877.
Tickets are $20; $10 for students,
to benefit the Lois Hamilton
Fontaine Scholarship Fund. .
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The Arts & Entertainment Watchdog
Saturday & Sunday, September 9th and 10th
CAT SHOW
189 Ft. Hill Road (RTE, 1)
Grasso Tech, Groton, CT
Sat.-lO A.M, to 5 P,M,
Sun,-lO A.M, to 4 P,M,
Concert Watc1,
Sl'ptl'mbl'r x-Ricky Van Shelton, Civic Center. l'rovidenr«, RI
SeptemL1l'r 'I-Ricky Van Shelton, \'\',H1ll'r Theatre. Torrington, CT
Sl'ptl'l11l1l'r 'I-Tammy Wynette, Civi« Center. I'rovidenr«. RI
Saturday, September 16
The 1995 International Doris Humphrey Centennial Celebration
Dons Humphrey Repertory Dance Company
Connecticut College Palmer Auditorium
270 Mohegan Avenue, New London, CT
8:00 P,M. CALL 439-ARTS
St'plt'l11bl'r 'I-Pirates of the Mississippi, F.,irgrounlb, '\t'\\' Haven.
cr
Sl'pt<>l11bl'r lu-Tarnmy Wynette, Harvr-st F",!. Hebron. CT
SeptemL1l'r 1O-PJ Harvey, Meadows Music Theatre, Hartford, CT
St'f'tt'I11L1l'rl-l-David Bowie, Mi-adow-, Music Theatre. Hartford CT
Tuesday, September 19
John Tesh and the Red Rocks Chamber Orchesra ,
Garde Arts Center
325 State St., New London, CT
8:00 P,M. CALL 444-7373
Sl'ptember l-l-Nine Inch Nails, Meado\\'s Music Theatre, Hartford,
CT
Sept<>l11bt'r I 'i-Eric Clapton. The Centrum. Worl','sll'r, :viA
Sept<>mber l e-Nine Inch Nails, Gre,ll Woods, Mansfield, MA
Saturday, September 23
"Crusade Against AIDS" presents The Festival of H,O,P,E,
starring The Outlaws, Nite Shift, Young Neal & the Vipers,
Jonathan Edwards, and Shaboo All-Stars,
Brooklyn On The River Music Amphitheater
Route 6 - Brooklyn, CT CALL 203-437-HOPE
12:00 Noon-l0:00 P,M, Tickets@GardeArtsCenter,NewLondon
Septl'I11L1l'rIe-David Bowie, Cn',ll Woods, Man-field. 1\IA
Sl'ptt'l11ber 22-Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, Fair. Durham. CT
Saturday, September 23
, The Charleston String Quartet
Connecticut College Palmer Auditorium
270 Mohegan Avenue, New London, <;;T
8:00 P,M, CALL 439-ARTS
Plt',lSl' send n'qul'sts to (lppl'ar in the Arts \,Vlltchdog to: The
ColIl'gl' Voice, A & E Editor, Box -IlJ/O, 270 MO!ll'g,1t1 Annul', Ne\\'
London, CT 06120,
Welcome Backll
In September, 1994 Bokoff Travel Services arrived on campus to provide
complete travel planning services to all members of the college comunity,
We would like to extend a welcome to in-coming freshman and extend a
hearty "welcome back" to the returning upper-classmen.
We are conveniently located in the Crozier-Williams College Center, at the
center of student activity. '
WE ARE A FULL SERVICE AGENCY OFFERING THE FOLLOWING:
* AIRLINE RESERVATIONS WITH ON-SIGHT
TICKETING CAPABILITIES
* AMTRAK RESERVATIONS
* HOTEL AND CAR RESERVATIONS
* STUDENT RATES
* WORLD-WIDE TRAVEL - ALL DONE HERE!
PLEASE STOP- IN AND SEE US!!
WELCOME BACK!!·
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New Beginnings are always difficult. There are always new challenges to face and
obstacles to overcome. We often find ourselves filled with doubts about what we can
and cannot accomplish. Beginnings are also full of endless possibilities, something
we often forget. .
When we first get to college, we are plagued by our memories of our own personal
bests and the great times or great things that we pursued in high school and in our
hometowns. It is hard to believe that we will ever find all the same things here at
Conn.
For some of us those feelings dissipated quIte a while ago. However, there is a new,
class here with those same set of awkward and mixed-up emotions. They know that
they want to find a way to accomplish their new personal bests and to find the same
happiness here that they might have once had in high school.
There are also some of us, myself included, who know that in about 265 days we
will be leaving, and we are filled with a lot of those same doubts for the future. We
are pushing ourselves to decide what it is we truly want out of life and where we will
go from here. We wonder whether.anything ever feel as safe as it does to be here with
our friends, here where we know so many people.
Sometimes we forget what is really important. Perhaps I will have left my mark on
the college community through the work that I have done. Maybe, you will volunteer
your time and work hard forthe college community- a very worthwhile and
rewarding way to spend your time. But what is important is doing what you want-s-
not doing it in order to leave a mark of greatness.
You should never be afraid to try something here iust because you think you might
lail. A. life without failure is unlikely. Besides, you might succeed and you'll never
¥.now unles& 'YOU \t\ed.
You shouldn't do things just to be lilte everyone else. Don't change your clothing
ten times just to make sure YOQ'111ookjust like everyone else. Don't join a club
because your friends do. Make your life a "choose your own adventure." In life al1
things are possible and if you don't believe me it is just because you haven't found
a way yet.
. To my fellow seniors I would say- don't be afraid to try anything. If you aren't
ready to go to graduate school, then take some time off. In life, we have to grab
whatever opportunities we get. Opportunity can take us in directions far from where
we thought we were going. If you want to go to graduate school don't be afraid to
apply just because you think you might not get into a school.
The most important thing is yourself. You never really know when you are
achieving greatness. It might not be when you perform an award-winning feat, but
when you dq something for someone else. You could be remembered for the smallest
thing, for itcould be your warm demeanor that makes you a special part of someone' s
life. Greatness is not found so.much in what you accomplish but it is found in your
heart. It's like Dr. Coles said at Convocation: we shouldn't just get Ns in our classes
but in everyday living as well. .
Ifyou don't believe me think of a six year-old girl mimed Ruby Bridges. She wasn't
trying to make a change, or to be a champion for the civil rights movement. She-was
Just trymg to go to school. She had enough courage and faith in God and her family
to believe that everything would be-okay. She bravely walked forward with her
mother by her side. Through just being a child who wanted an education, she became
a heroine. .
~he no.w.achie~es greatness in her everyday life by pursuing opportunities for
children In lI1~erCity schools- ~ut I~ill remember her for being great because she was
honest, genume. good, and continued to stand for family, morals and a better
tomorrow.
Life is so often what you make of it You don't have to be president of your class
to be great unless it is what you want. If you remember Free To Be Youand Me,which
I don't but my friend April does- then the these words from our childhood should
sum it all up:
Don't dress your cat ill all apron,
just 'CJlusehe's learning' to bake;
Don't dress your harse in a nightg(1lUl1
just 'CJlusehe CJln't stay awake;
Don't dress your snake in a muumuu
just 'CJlusehe's off on a cruise;
DOII't dress your whale in galoshes
if she really prefers overshoes.
, A person should wear what he umnts to,
not just what other folks say;
A person should do what she likes to-
a person's a perSOIl that way!
Another Mystery Solved ...
Evan Copp;,ltJ/fhe College Voice
The Gong: another Conn
phenomenon.
amenities. But what is it, where does it
come from, and why?
Gong was made in 1986 by artist Wil-
liam T.Wiley and ispart of aeoeries called
~WhatisNot Music." According to Pro-
fessor David Smalley of the art depart-
ment, the title of the series is indicative
. of the artist's intention to make some
o point about the connection between art
and music. Along with the three other
sculptures around Cummings,Gong is
on loan from the Lippincott Company of
New Haven.
For those interested, Professor
Smalley has more information, includ-
ing essays about the work. But, warns
Smalley, "you'll have to read them in
German."
So, what next? Stay tuned. The time
may now be ripe for a visit to campus by .
likes of Gallagher, Tiny Tim, the Un-
. known Comic, or even Chuck Barris him-
self.
, '
This swnmer another addition to the
sculpture garden at Castle Court .ap-
peared, this time bringing stress relief,
noise complaints, and not a little Gong
Show nostalgia to the campus.
Its coppery form stands.at attention
amidst the stone and steps of Castle
Court, recalling the Orient, battering
rams (the preferred method of entrance
into hostile territory in medieval times),
and evenPeter,Paul,and Mary. Sowhat
would you do if you did have a ham-
mer? Students, staff, and yes, even fac-
ulty, finally have their chance to find
out.
Since its addition to campus, students
and, yes, even staff members have been
sighted making practical use of its
Get Involved
Volunteer
D.V.C.S.
x2458
217 Cro
,
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IAWeekly Horoscopes: yfHU' /tdtue
VIRGO (AUGUST 22 - SEPTEMBER 22)
SEX IS DEFINITLY IN YOUR FUTURE. .. AND LOTS OF IT IiITHAT. You WILL LEAVE YOUR PARTNER PANTING FOR MORE. THIS WEEK WILL BE
HOT IN MANY WAYS. You WILL DISCOVER DIFFERENT THINGS AND EXPERIENCE MORE PLEASURE THAN YOU EVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE.
Aries (March 21-ApriI 20)
Aries workaholics can be amply re-
warded today for your efforts. Those of
you employed by others can win promo-
tions tomore attractive and pleasant jobs.
Consider sharing a special physical ac-
tivity with your romantic partner. Apart
from being fun, this can be good for
health.
Taurus (April 21-May 20) .
This is an auspicious day for pleasure
and recreation. You are also likely to be
given extra opportunities for combining
work and pleasure, perhaps in the most
enjoyable of circumstances and surround-
ings. Influential people tend to be par-
ticularly affable and sociable. Look for.
ways to turn hobbies or other spare-time
interests into a regular source of income.
The entertainment business can be an
ideal medium for expressing your spe-
cial talents and skills.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
For Geminis who work independently
as counselors or teachers, this is a favor-
able time for organizing a group. Indi-
vidual clients taken on now are likely to
be with you for some time; working with
them should be mutually rewarding. Buy
some new house plants. Consider giving
a new look to your front room; put up
some new prints or rearrange the furni-
ture. If you are enjoying a holiday away
from work, make good use of your lei-
sure time.
Cancer (June 21-JuIy 20)
Be more diplomatic in all matters. Don
not emphasize your superiority to oth-
ers, but put yourself on the same level as
those supposedly not on an equal footing
with you. Once you do this, it can be
surprising how quickly influential people
do the same with you, even offering you
their professional help on a partnership
basis.
Leo (July 21- Augusl21l
You should try to get in touch with an
old friend. He/she misses you a great
deal, don't let your stubbornness get in
the way. Just be yourself and you will
soon knab that g\lY/ girl that you have
been thinklng about. The weeks ahead
may be somewhat chaotic but you are
used to stress. You are always so orga-
nized that you will find the time to do all
the work you need to get done.
Libra (September 23 - October 22)
You have been too indulgent when it
comes to children and your partner is
about to put a stop to it. This would be a
good time to join a gym or health club.
Libra gets bored easily, so keep variety in
your life. Avoid maklng important deci-
sions in the afternoon as your judgement
is not as good as usual.
Scorpio (October 23 - November 22)
Today's new moon illuminates friend-
ships, the social side of your job and
hobbies, and all group activities. You are
a public figure now, not just a private
individual. Yourlovemaklngthisevening
will provide you with all the affection
you require. A savory beef stew belongs
on your ,menu. Blue and red-dish-purple
are your colors; your lucky number is 1.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 20)
Your thoughts and interests are begin-
ning to m~)Vetowards practical matters
such as money and position. This may
prove to be one of those rare times when
you really love your work. It always
helps to be surrounded by interesting
colleagues whom you respect. Older
people who have mastered their profes-
sions and have the wisdom of experience
probably hold a special attraction for you
these days. Sagittarius who have been
working with diligence and persever-
ance are}ong.~~e for a sPfda.\ rewa-rd.
Treat yourself to a professional massage,
manicure. or anice afternoon nap.
Capricorn (December21- January 19)
As you wake up, the dreaminess of the
past few days should ,be far behind. The
idealism may stay with you, but your
commitment to it may come more from a
sense of prjde in liviI}g your convictions
than from compassion and sympathy.
The timing could not bebetter. Capricorns
who are actually considering an interna-
tional move may feel more committed
than ever to leave everything behind and
get a fresh start. There is the possibility
of becoming so inspired by goals you
have been cherishing for a lifetime that
you find yourself ready to risk anything
to pursue them.
Aquarius (January 2o-February 18)
Find out about social organizations
and hobby groups in your community.
There could be many events to choose
from. Also consider helping out with
some charity work Hyou are looking for
a challenge. This evening, show aloved
one that they have your emotional sup-
port; they may need reassurance that
you can quarrel but always make up
afterward. Haggling over petty details
should be avoided; concentrate instead
on coming to terms regarding general
approach and principles. For the
Aquarius who is taking a well-deserved '
holiday, this day is made-to-order for
rest $\nd re\,.axat).Qn.
Pisces (February 19-March 20)
Don't allow your ambitions tocloud
your judgement. It's time to sit down
and write out your long-term goals to
make sure you're on the right track. If
you find yourself going in the wrong
direction ...make a Ll-turn, QUICK! Your
temper is short, and you may end up in
an argument with someone. You can't
seem to make up your mind about a
partnership issue and you're confusing
someone close to you. Be careful, they
may run away!
Welcome Back
Conn Student Specials
$5.00 Pitchers $5.00lhr Pool
$1.00 Busch Drafts Everyday
New Pool Tables> Dart Room
Live Bands> Big Screen T.Y.
L
U
K
•
Monday Nil:ht Football
Free Hot Dogs All Game
Free Pizza at Half Time
$1.00 Bud Drafts
Wanted:
Conn
Bands to
Play
r---------
I Bring in this
: coupon for
I 1 Free Hour of Pool
w
c
N
I
TURN
IT UP!
�P.g.~16~ 1klCo11efeVr---_ Welcome back
to college
David!
L~~~~~~~~~~~ A N itt •- • Laura . eVI •• •• •Special Best Wishes ~ CLASS OF '99 ~
to: :
• •: Dear Laura, :A· .Jaime & my 1 We love you, we miss you and wish you all ~
: the best of times and all the love we have. :and the : :
• •9 ': Love :Class of '9': Mommy & Daddy :
• •• •• •• •
•: ,.. - ...-"-• • • ••• o. ••• •• 0 • •• • • •• -"-
Alex -
Enjoy your first year at
Connecticut College.
We are very proud of you.
Havefun!
All our love,
Dad, Mom and Stephanie
September 4, J 995
Here's to a successful year!
Love,
Mom & Dad
- ............................ :
For Mike - #35
,
"Have Fun! (Mom). /
Don't #@!* up!
(Dad)
Mom
All Our Love, and the Tuscon
. 1L=~M=O=m=---i;;&=.=D=a;;;;;;;;;;;id==~===R=a=i=de=r=s==='~
C· •
Welre SOexcited
for you..
Good Luck!
-
Eric-
There's a world of wonder
out there waiting foryou. --
Good luck and much love,
- Mom Daddy andIen _
- , -
We're 'proud-of you
Evan Ouellette
Love,
Sepfember4,1995
DRINK RESPONSmLY
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
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Grand Spirit Shop
931 Poquonnock Rd.
( ext to TJMaxx)
Groton Shoppers Mart
445-0598
,
Grand Spirit Shop II
Groton Square, RI. 12
(Next to Super Stop & Shop)
445·1044
Stop b~' flu' the best tIt'als in ton n!
Great Liquor Prices On Big 1.75 Liters
Smirnoff80 ~ $15.99 Seagrams 7 Crown $14.99
Popov 80 $10.99 Bellows Blend $12.99
Rikaloff 80 $9.99 Seagrams V.O $17.99
A 'bsolut 80 $23.99
•
12PACK hlPORT BEER S.\LE
o Heineken
12 - 12oz. Cans
$10.99
o Moosehead
12 - 12oz. Cans
$8.99
o Molson Golden
12 - 12oz. Cans
$7.99
WELCOME TO THE IcE A<;E
• Molson Ice ~ $7 .99
• Miller Lite Ice $7.99
• Ice Draft by Bud ~•..$7 .99
• Labatt's Ice ...........•••....$8.99
NEW IN CANS!
• Z· 6pkg $4 891m3 cans" '.' •
Bacardi Breezers .'$4 9'9
• Calypso Berry 4 pkg •
•K L' 120zey nne cans Reg. $5.99
• Tan erine .-
NON ALCOHOLIC BEER
12 Pack Cans
o Sharps
o O'Doul's , $6.99
VODKA
SCOTCH
ClanMacGregor : $17.99
Highland Mist ••..•............•.•...$15.99
House of Stuarts $15.99
Dewar's White Label $31.99
12 PH'!\: S-\LE 0'\ DO\ll-SrIC BEER
o Miller Lite
$7.99
o Miller Genuine
Draft
,_ $6.99r ".- - .....~- ~
, •Michelob &
IMichelob Lite-
$7.99
• Coors
Coors Light
$7.99
o Meister Brau $3.99
WHISKEY
CORDIALS
Kahlua 750ML. $12~99
McGuire's Cream 750 ML $8.99
Peaches Peach 750ML $5.99
Marie Brizard Lime Citron
750 ML $6.99
o Stroh's & Stroh's Light
15 -12 oz. Cans $6.59
12pkg
cans
o Schaefer
$4.99
o Piels Real
12pkg Draft
cans
$4.99
•Milwaukees
12pk~ ~est
cans
$4.69
SODA SALE
;m r~ ·Pepsid!J (~ • Diet Pepsi
• 7-UP 12, Pack Cans
Seagrams Gin $13.99
Gilbeys Gin $13.99
Gordons Gin $13.99
Gilberts London Dry..••.........$11.89
-
-
Bacardi $16.99
Castillo Spiced ..•.....•........$13.99
Captain Morgan ..•.....•....•....$17.99
Caribaya $10.99
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This Is Not a Beer Belly - It's a
Gas Tank For' a Sex Machine
won't matter if there's a ham sandwich
on the toilet, you'll sit on it.
_S.O.UL is not a dance group.
- WARNING-
The eldest mem-
ber of the dining
services staff is
Grace. We be-
lieve that she is
either CIA or
Shining Path. A
trained killer,
Grace has fileson
every Camel on
campus, and she
accesses them
through your
J.D. card. You'll
know she's on to
you if you get
that 3-5 second
pause between
Schmoozing with Jay and the Mailman:
JAY jAROCII
AND
MAlT ''MAJwAN'' MALONE
11.. College voce
the stage to direct IUs first feature length
porn, "Judge Lib Ito" with Pat Morita as
the not-so-honorable Judge Lib Ito. Will
we eyer win?
Well, let's see what we can see, shall
we? Another summer has come and gone
and Schmoozing returns with a bold new
direction. Our summer's consisted of
crushed hopes and lost dreams. After a
failed business venture trying to sell
"Mongoloid Madness" t-shirts at the
Special Olympics in New.Haven, Mail-
man put hiseconomics major to use trad-
ing futures at the local sperm bank. The
pay was lousy, but it was truly the only
job that every deposit was accompanied
with a smile, and no transaction was ever
ended with a handshake. Jay tried to
bring his own version of "Stop, Or My
Mom Will Shoot!" to the stage, but
couldn't find anyone to duplicate the
Stallone-Geddy chemistry. Finally, he left
Amidst all the "Welcome to Conn Col-
lege-can't we all just get along-la, la, Ia"
crap, we feel it's our duty to give you all
some informed tips. Now pay attention;
-First, for all you students from Choate,
Salisbury, Middlesex, Windsor, etc.,
cookie-cutter - Welcome home.
-Attend as many Mark Hoffman spon-
sored events as possible, including" Au-
tumn-o-rama", "Baach-o-rama", "Trivia-
o-rama", "Bowl-o-rama", and "Pun-o-
rama".
- Don't line the seat- It may seem like a
good idea now, but in a few weeks it
ATTENTION FRESHMAN; YOUR
REAL ORIENTATION
when she runs the card through the ma-
chine and when she gives it back to you.
- Don't be "that guy" - As in "that guy
who opens beer bottles with
his ass" or "that guy who can
juggle his testicles" While you
may think its cool to wear a
"Who Parted" t-shirt, or if you
would like to touch anyone but
yourself for the next four years,
we suggest that you do other-
wjse,
- Claim some sort of victim
status by the end of orientation,
the administration will tumble
for you. Ex.: Mails was spit on
once, and jay is allergic to Wil-
. liam Intner.
- Do drugs- College is the
only place it's legal.
- Buy your beer at Campus
Liquors.
*WARNING'
The eldest member of
the dining services staff
is Grace. We believe
that she is either CIA or
Shining Path. A trained
killer, Grace has files on
every Camel on campus,
and she accesses them
through your I.D, card.
You'll know she's on to
you if you get that 3-5
second pause between
when she runs the card
through the machine
and when she gives it
Disclaimer from the Management!!! The views expressed herein reflect the opinions of the Schmoozers and not necessarily those of TheCollegeVoice.Thank you.
\ CONN FR"ES£A.SON~
f
Men's Soccer Field Hockey
Colby 2 Conn 1 Sacred Heart 2 Conn 0
Conn 1 Colby 0
AMERICAN I EAGJ IE AMERICAN CONFERENCE
flI5I flI5I -
Auto Racing
lMM Y:1 i, = GIl l.BSllll' lMM Y:1 i, I = fI' .fa NASCARBoston 70 44 .614 - 7-3 Mjami .1 0 0 1.000 52 14
'" New York 55 59 .482 15 2-8 New England 1 0 0 1.000
Winston Cup
Baltimore 54
17 14
60 .474 16 H Buffalo 0 a 0
Toronto
- 7 15 Southern 50049 64 .434 20.5 5-5 Indianapolis 0 1 0
Detroit 47
- 21 24
66 .416 22.5 'J-7 N.Y. jets a t- o - 14 52 1. Jeff Gordon-
CENTRAL . CENTRAL 2. Dale Earnhardt
'". Cleveland 78 35 .690 - 9-1 Cincinnati 1 a ..500 1.000 24 21
Milwaukee 58 56· .509 20.5 H Pittspurgh 1 a .429 1.000 3. Rusty Wallace
Kansas City 56
23 20
56 .500 21.5 H Houston 1 0 .363 1.000 10 3
Chicago 48 64 .429 29.5 4-;; Cleveland a 1 .690 4. Ward Burton
Minnesota
- 14 17
41 72 .363 37 4-;; Jacksonville 0 1 .509 - 3 10 5. Michael Walbip
~
California 67 48 .583 - 'J-7 ~
Texas 59 56 .513 8 INDYCAR4-;; Denver 1 a 0 1.000
Seattle
15 7
58 56 .509 8.5 5-5 Kansas City 1 a 0 1.000
Oakland 56
34 10 Vancouver Molson
~ 60 .483 11.5 7-3 Oakland a a 0 - - -
Seattle a 1 0 10 34 INDY
SanDiego a a 0 - -
NATIONAl, 1 EAGUE
1. Al Unser; Jr.
NATIONAl CONFERENCE 2. Gil de Ferren
. flI5I flI5I 3. Robby Gordon
lMM Y:1 l. = GIl l.BSllllAtlanta 72 ~ Y:1 l. = GIl .LASI..1ll40 .643 7-3- Dallas 70 44 .614 4. Steffan Johansson
Philadelphia 59 56
- 7-3
.513 14.5 7-3 New York
Montreal 54 59
55 59 .482 15 2-8
.478 18.5 'J-7 5. Bobby Rahal
Florida 51 61 .455 21 5-5
Washington 54 60 .474 16 H
New York 49 63 .437 23
Philadelphia 49 64 .434 20.5 5-5
7-3 Arizona 47 66 .416 22.5 'J-7
CENTRAL
~
Cincinnati 72 41 .637 - 7-3 Chicago
CENTRAL ... ->~
Houston 57 56 .504 15
78 35 .690 - 9-1
(1-10 Tampa Bay
.:>: -------" GO'---
Chicago 57 57 .500 15.5
58 56 .509 20.5 H
5-5 Detroit :.-~' ': _ $'TS.- At-ric ... _ t
Pittsburgh 48 66
56 56 .500 21.5 H
.421 24.5 4-;; Green Bay
> St. Louis 48 67 .417
48 64 .429 29.5 4-;; S;,.,tIM1,~, OP'ft'lll"a:.::~'"=25 H Minnesota 41 72 .363 37 4-;;Y:1m
Los Angeles 60 54 .526
Y:1ESI - . IrtfocmJouSl$- 4-;; San Francisco Q ' ...00 .............
Colorado 59 56
67 48 .583 - 'J-7
.513 1.5 4-;; New Orleans ~""v".. ~
San Diego 55 57 ,491
59 56 .513 8 4-;;
4 4-;; AtJanta Vn~1San Francisco 53 61 .465 7 5-5 58 56 .509 8.5 5-5St. Louis 56 60 .483 11.5 7-3 . fl. T
Carolina l'o-.- :<OlTRAVltL
ait .SIlIlVtI:"e--...- ___.t~~-~
~~ __ .. ln'"
.
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Two cross country runners. Fill phofotrhe College Voice
Cross Country coach
expects a better season
BY RICK STRATTON
Sports Editor
ForCoachNed Bishop's women's cross
country team, the 1995 season should be
dramatically different. That's good for a
team tha t finished a disapointing 22nd in
New Englands last year.
"We've beenaccustumed to the top ten
and last year finished 22nd. I think there
is a good possibility of being improved,"
said Bishop.
One of the reasons for improvement is
senior Meghan Clay. Clay is really the
teams' only veteran runner and has been
a strong part of the. team since her fresh-
man year, Last year she won Conn's Invi-
tational, beating out many of New
England's best.
"Meghan has improved dramatically
over every season. She is certainly well
prepared to have a very, very good se-
nior year," commented Bishop.
==
Another senior who could improve
the team is Hanna Copp. 1995will be her
first season since freshman year, but is
still considered by Bishop as a "very
good veteran runner. ':
The problem last year for the team was
numbers. In '94, the team competed
with nine members. This season Bishop
has fourteen, including four freshmen
and a few new seniors.
"I think [cross country] isa sport where
people are intimidated. You don't know
how good you are. going to be. We have
enough people, but ifthere is anyone out.
there who is hesitant to come out, we'd
love to have them."
This Season the team holds two big
meets. The first is COIUl'S invitational,
which is on September 30th, and then
Conn hosts the NESCAC Championship
October 28. Look for the the cross coun-
try team's weekly results in the Voice
Scorecard.
MYSTIC'S ARMY NAVY STORE
Downtown Mystic
Army & Navy Surplus Clothing
belts _ berets - bandanas - backpacks & more!
Sun - Sat 9-9
Fax & Notary Services
860 - 536 - )877
37 West Main Street
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ave and AI's Totally Biased Football Column
DAVE i<EITNER
AND
ALKATZ
Tht Colltgt Voice
Inthe past, Schmoozing has dealt with
professional sports. This year, due to
their incompetence, ourd ea r friend Rick
Stratton,sportseditorextraordinaire,got
down on his knees (Really, he did!) and
begged us to talksports with you. After
receiving( Remember, I before E except
after C.) a new lawnmower, we agreed.
Since the football season is upon us, we
have decided that the main focus of our
articles will be football. We will how-
ever try and keep you updated on other
activities across the campus and around
the world.
Inthe AFC East.a lot of people like the
Dolphins. We don't. AI thinks that Dan
Marino is Simply too old. He was great,
but now he isn't. The Colts will live and
die with Marshall Faulk. Sorry Buffalo,
bu t as far as we are concerned, you don't
have a team anymore. Dave feels the
jets will be typically spectacular. Their
easy schedule should send them on their
way to a glorious sub- .500 season. That
isn't to say that Dave isn't still con-
vinced that they are the best team in
football. AI wants to know if you can all
say Drew Bledsoe. How about Super
Bowl? In the same sentence?
The AFC Central is particularly weak.
Cleveland should win the division title
by week three. The only reason that any
of the other teams will win any games is
that they have to play each other.
LA. is exactly like Buffalo: No team.
Oakland may be confused by their move,
but for whatever reason, they won't
win. Al wants to know if you guys out
there can say San Diego and fluke in the
same sentence. john Elway has de-
cided to give it one more try. Best of
Juck john, but we have the feeling he is
as old as Marino. Good-bye joe Mon-
tana, hello Dave Krieg? Good night KC.
lt sounds like the Seaha wks will be
playing their home games at Alcatraz
in the near future, They have more
problems than your average UN. peace
keeper.
The Cowboys will most likely be just
as good this year as they were the last,
but boy do we hate them. We realize
thattheGiants have quite a following at
COIul, so we have picked them to win.
We hope you are happy, because it
pains us to make this pick. Philly still
has the Liberty Bell, and Washington
has the White House, but Arizona
should move back to Phoenix. Is there
anything else in Arizona?
Who cares about'the NFC Central?
Nobody ever does better than 9-7,with
the occasional first round playoff ex-
pulsion.
Sorry Rick, we are heading West on
the San Francisco bandwagon, and we
think that we may have as much fun
this year as we did last year. It is quite
possible that the Panthers stand a better
chance than any other team in this divl-
sion.
Well, we had fun, and we will talk
again next time. Next week: Predic-
tions and campus picks, and the occa-
sional stab at Shmoozing. Take care of
your knees, and remember, No Spear-
ing!
-'
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Conn's own part of Olympic history:
Olympic Athlete Paces Sports here at Conn
For a country that loves its lion at Conn, and got It. But it
baseball players, this was a tre- was a far away from home.
mendous honor and shows "Immediately, it was a shock.
Wuyke'spopularityinhishome I said to myself 'this is the big-
country. Wuyke went on to fin- gest mistake ofmy life,'" recalled
ish eleventh overall. Wuyke. But he began to like it.
After this, Wuyketookajobin "Now you'd have to ~ick my
Memphis butt to get me outahere, added
and com- Wuyke.
peted in So now, at 37, he is a coach to
Europe on many lucky Conn athletes, but
the Gande still entertains thoughts of At-
Prix cir- lanta,96.
cuit. And "1 didn't have an oppurtunity
in 1992, he to quit, because of my back ... so
was sup- I'm traing hard, but I'm not go-
posed to ing to say I'm training for the
represent Olympics."
his coun- So fornow he will just have to
." try in kick Conn athlete's butts along
Seoul for the roads and trails of Conn
his third College. Wuyke runs daily in
Olympics, the mornings and in the after-
but at the noons with a wide range of dif-
last mo- ferent sports teams.
men t , "1 try hard to push them [his
Venezu- athletes],Itakeadvantageofmy
ela pulled abilities and use them as a coach.
out for political reasons. I tell my guys, if you want to be
So how did this world re- good, you can be good. They
nownedathletegelloliltleConn take time training for the col-
College? While working in lege. They deserve something
Memphis, he applied for the. better, that's why I run with
vacant head track coach posi- them," said Wuyke.
Coach Bresnahan looks
forward to strong
season for sailing team
BY RIcK STIlATTON
sports Editor
Bill Lessig, coach of the men's
soccer learn at Connecticut Col-
lege, greeted his players last
week and informed them that
their first practice would be what
he called, "Wuyke's Campus
Tour." To most athletes on cam-
pus the reaction to this would be
a major grimace. The "Tour" is a
six a.m. hell run around campus
with coach William Wuyke that
challenges even the best of ath-
letes at Conn College.
Just who is William Wuyke?
At Conn, he is the men's track
coach and Director of the Fit-
ness Center. But outside Conn,
amazingly, he is a two time
olympic athlete.
Wuyke grew up in Caracas,
Venezuela, where a basketball
coach noticed his running abil-
ity and took him to a track and
made him run. And right away
he began to win.
'But cruy a year later, his back
prooleros (that continue to thi&
day) started. He was told by
'Doc.\Ol:s. that 'oe c.Qu-\dno\ do any
athletics for a whole year.
BY RiCK STRATTON
Sports Editor
The sailing team, like many
of Conn's sports, looks like it
will have a strong season this
year, and Coach Jeff Bresnahan
seems to be pumped.
"The team has made a huge
jump, we look amazingly im-
proved this year. The longevity
of the program has brought in
two terrific freshmen classes,"
said Bresnahan.
Morgan Conner, and Drew
Buttner are two of those under-
classmen, but Bresnahan will
also be looking to upperclass-
man to create his team from.
SeniorsSeth Wilkinson (also the
"I was crying like a baby. A
year without anything," he ad:
mitted with a shake of the head.
For Wuyke,it was terrible. Sohe
got sick olit and started training
secretly.
"1 told everyone that I was
going to the library, but ,;,y
grades were not improving,"
Wuyke said with a laugh.
In 1977, his family realized
what was going on when he
qualified to represent Venezu-
ela in the BOO meters at the Cen-
tral American-Caribbean
Games, whichhepromptlywon.
Itwashisfirstintemationalmeet.
Then only three years later,
in1980, Wuyke qualified to rep-
resent Venezuela in Moscow at
the Olympics.
HIwas the only track athlete. 1
was so scared," said Wuyke.
Scared or not, William made
the final cut and took tenth place,
quite an outstanding perfor-
mance for basketball player with
back problems.
Also in 19BO,Wuykemadehis
first trip to the U.S. with a schol-
arship at the University of Ala-
bama. And in 1984., after four
years, remarkably, he won two
National Championshjps,in the
800 meters and the 1000meters.
It was also in '84 that Wuyke
and a Alabama relay team broke
a World Record at the Drake
Relays. But the record was
proved invalid because the his
teamaates were from the U.S.
and he was
from Ven-
ezuela. All
must be from
the same
team. A rna-
j 0 r
disapointment
for the four-
~ ~ ,,,",
Fall Crew Season looks slow for
the women, strong for the men
the Schuylkill .in Philadelphia,
October 28. Both are three to
four mile timed events which
are typical of the fan season.
For Wolter, coach of the
women's team, the year might
be a long one. Only three of last
year's varsity eight return. A few
of what he calls a "good group
of experienced freshmen" may
bolster the team, but a number.
of novice women might be
needed. .
Over the summer, Wolter and
Senior captain Sara Sansom led
the team on a trip through Eu-
rope and competed in London,
Amsterdam, and Lucerne, Swit-
zerland.
For Ricci, coach of the men's
team, the year looks tobe strong.
All but one member of the var-
sityeight boat are returning, plus
ten or twelve experienced fresh-
men and even a few who are
new to the sport.
Ricci will be looking to Se-
niors John Lusins (also the cap-
tain), Cory Cowles, and Chris
Kelly for leadership, but, "ev-
eryone is fired up to come to-
gether."
Look for rowiog results in the
Voice Scorecard during the sea-
son.
some.
But this did
not keep
Wuyke from
racing and
winning. '84
was also the
Los Angeles
Olympics,
and he had
qualified
again. At the
opening games, W uyke recieved
a major honor.
"In L.A., I was carrying the
Hag {for Venezuela]. It was my
biggest honor. 1 was so
happy,"said Wuyke.
captain), Alex Gross, and Tracey
Hailey make up the rest of the
top five skippers on the team.
Hailey could be the most ex-
citing. Last year was spent away
fromschoolonanOlympiccam-
paign in 470s. This spring,
Hailey again will leave school to
try for a trip to Atlanta.
Hailey isn't the only member
of the team on an Olympic. cam-
paign. Senior Meg Gaillard, also
a member of the women's soc-
cer team is in the middle of a
campaign for that same posi-
tion. Gailliard will most likely
join the team at the end of the
soccer season.
Make sure to keep track of the
sailing team's triumphs every
week in the Voice Scorecard.
BY RICK STRATTON
Sports Editor
Although the fall may not be
the important season, it is still a
significant one for Conn men's
and women's rowing. This sea-
son is mainly used by crew
coaches Rick Ricci and Claus
Wolter to motivate their teams
for the spring of '96.
Two major regattas are com-
ing up in October. The most
famous of which is the Head of
the Charles, October 21-22 (fall
break.) The other is the Head of
Athlete of the Week
Becuase of the fact that there w-ereno games this week, The College Voice couldn't pick an Athlete of the
week. Starting next week, Athlete of the Week will become a regu~arpart of the newspaper.
